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Grilling with House of Q
Inspired Recipes for Backyard Barbecues

BBQ Brian Misko
_____________________________________________________________________

BBQ Brian Misko shares the secrets of successful grilling in this

collection of his best recipes from the backyard and the

competition BBQ circuit.

If you love the taste of barbecue but worry about cooking the

perfect steak or if you’re a whiz with burgers but want to grill

other foods or if you harbour aspirations of presenting your own

smoked brisket to a panel of trained judges, then this book is for

you.

BBQ Brian has spent more than a decade smoking and grilling

foods, competing against other pit masters and learning from

some of the best in the business. And not only does he regularly

win awards for his barbecue and House of Q BBQ sauces, but he’s

now one of the most sought-after teachers around. Why? Because

he tells a great story, makes learning fun and easy and freely

shares his recipes and his love of good food.

Grilling at House of Q is part handsome cookbook, part instruction

manual and part story collection. The result is that rare volume

that entertains and becomes your go-to for delicious, no-fail

smoked ribs, shrimp tacos, pulled pork and pit beans—or burritos,

mac ’n’ cheese and baklava—all prepared on your grill and all

eagerly anticipated by friends, backyard neighbours and barbecue

judges.

"BBQ Brian's passion for grilling and smoking foods is shown

throughout this book of deliciousness. Pages of sticky goodness!

Fire up your barbecue and make something tasty! I suggest you

try his ribs - the ribs of a champion BBQ competitor!"

CHEF TED READER. AUTHOR OF GASTRO GRILLING

Author Bio

Brian Misko is co-owner of House of Q, a competition BBQ team based in Surrey, BC. The team has attended the Jack Daniel’s

World Championship in Lynchburg, Tennessee, and twice has gone to the Best of the Best Competition at the National BBQ Festival

in Douglas, Georgia. In 2010 and 2012, it was honoured as the Team of the Year for British Columbia. BBQ Brian was a guest chef

at the Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympics and his “BBQ Tips” segment is now seen regularly on Global TV BC’s Morning News.

LEAD
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Heaven, Hell and Somewhere in
Between
An Anthropology of the Lusitanian Imagination

Anthony Alan Shelton
_____________________________________________________________________

A powerful compilation of popular artworks that captures the

playful, subversive culture of a nation forever trapped between

land and sea, salvation and damnation.

Popular art expresses the passion and verve emanating from the

rich imagination and the social, political and religious experiences

of its creators. In Portugal, this art of the people also conveys

deeply seated, idealistic views of national identity, history and

character that have been molded by various personal histories,

temperaments and political regimes.

Much Portuguese popular art focuses on three amorphous places:

Heaven (the world of the saints, grace and salvation); Hell (the

domain of the Devil, dystopia, annoyance and mischief); and

Somewhere In Between (a country called Portugal whose

denizens grapple with good and evil every day, as they have for

centuries). Popular art evokes and gives form to history,

contemporary events, authorized and popular religious beliefs and

the push and pull between Portugal's powerful but ambiguous

relations with the sea and the land.

A companion piece for a major exhibition opening in May 2015

[confirm], Heaven, Hell and Somewhere In Between combines an

in-depth analysis of Portuguese popular art and culture with

stunning photographs of 40 artworks - ceramics, masks, puppets

- and another 40 supporting images, from medieval frescoes and

roadside icons to graffiti and images of carnival performers and

artisans at work in their studios. Complex, contemporary,

theatrical, political and often controversial, this is the theatre of a

nation, where official ideologies collide with homegrown art and

culture and spew forth deeply felt emotions, from ecstasy and

transcendence to suffering and penitence.

Author Bio

Anthony Alan Shelton is director of the Museum of Anthropology (MOA) and professor at the University of British Columbia. An

anthropologist, administrator, curator and teacher, he is a leader in museology, cultural criticism and the anthropology of art and

aesthetics. Dr. Shelton has held posts at the British Museum, Royal Pavilion Art Gallery and Museum, the Horniman Museum,

London, and at the universities of Sussex, University College London and Coimbra, Portugal. He has curated or co-curated 13

innovative exhibitions, including Heaven, Hell and Somewhere In Between at MOA in 2015.
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YVR Art

Robin Laurence
_____________________________________________________________________

A spectacular overview of one of the most highly acclaimed art

collections on the West Coast, which greets travellers at YVR as

they journey between land, sea, and sky.

Vancouver International Airport, known for its modern design and

expansive topography, offers an impressive visual display of

award-winning art and architecture. Each terminal building

represents the culture heritage, natural beauty, and iconic

experiences that embody British Columbia, and the artwork

exhibited throughout plays an integral role in telling those stories.

Revered in particular for its focus on Pacific Coast Native art, the

collection is presented in the thematic groupings of land, sea, and

sky - three realms that intersect at YVR.

In YVR, art historian and critic Robin Laurence will examine the

commissioning of dozens of striking artworks as a response to the

airport's overall architectural and design plan, and particularly as

a reflection of the cultural heritage and natural environment

identified with the province of British Columbia. Among the

highlights of the collection are monumental sculptures by leading

Northwest Coast First Nations artists including Susan A. Point

(Coast Salish), Robert Davidson (Haida), Dempsey Bob (Tahltan-

Tlingit), Richard Hunt (Kwakwaka-wakw), Lyle Wilson (Haisla),

Joe David (Nuu-chah-nulth), Connie Watts (Nuu-chah-nulth,

Kwakwaka-wakw and Gitxsan), and the late Bill Reid, famed for

The Spirit of Haida Gwaii: The Jade Canoe. Their art both

welcomes and bids farewell to the millions of travellers who make

their way through YVR each year.

Author Bio

Robin Laurence is an independent writer, critic, and curator based in Vancouver. She is the visual arts critic for The Georgia

Straight, and is a contributing editor for both Canadian Art and Border Crossings magazines, for which she writes regularly. She

has published essays about art and artists in more than fifty books and exhibition catalogues, and has produced numerous reviews

and feature articles for local, national, and international publications. Laurence holds an MA in art history and a BFA in studio arts,

and was educated at the University of Calgary, the University of Victoria, the Banff School of Fine Arts, and the Instituto Allende in

San Miguel de Allende, Mexico.
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